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Gearing Up

C

hristma s is around the corner and i’m thinking you’re all get ting
plenty of motorcycle-related goodies for those you love. Maybe you’ll receive some as
well – it’s pretty easy to whip up a Christmas gift list for a biker.

As winter suddenly arrives after a prolonged
summer and fall, I’m reminded of the value of
quality gear. I tend to dread heading out into
iffy weather, whether it’s cold, rain or snow. In
my carefree youth, I didn’t think about it very
much and ended up in some situations that

am reminded, like the Scouts, that if you’re
prepared it won’t be so bad.
Putting on a rain suit isn’t fun, but once
you’re geared up riding in the wet isn’t a big
deal. And when it’s cold, putting on the proper
gear can be pretty comfortable whatever the
temperature. It helps to remind myself that
experiencing Nature in all its aspects is really
what motorcycling’s about.
David Wilson, editor

I look back on now with amazement: “Wow,
how did I ever survive that?”
In my grumpy old age I’m far more hesitant
to start a ride if it’s not warm, dry and sunny.
But sometimes nature throws a curve ball,
and things become less than ideal. Still, I
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MOTO RC YCLE N E WS
THE DAMON HYPERSPORT 200-MPH ELECTRIC SPORT BIKE

by Brendan McAleer, https://www.roadandtrack.com/car-culture/a38323963/damon-hypersport-mo
torcycle/?fbclid=IwAR1HOojiIckmCARQCcXja746hbjp327Fv4Dv5QGKon9i7rVZBDS_GzoEgCQ
photos by Alana Paterson
It is slate gray and rainy today in East Vancouver, the kind of day when bored commuters flick
their wipers into high, children splash in puddles, and motorcycle riders die. In a nondescript
building, a door rolls open. The hiss of rain on tarmac echoes across concrete, reaching two of
the most advanced motorcycles on the planet, sitting on their stands. Even before they’ve braved
the slick pavement outside, the bikes can hear the rain. They are aware.
Moments later, Dom Kwong, co-founder of Damon, the company behind this pair of electric
bikes, twists the throttle on the yellow one. The HyperSport prototype convulses with barely con
tained violence, its chain drive screaming like a chop-saw blade, its stand wobbling with the torque.
The HyperSport sounds like a weapon. Its designers call it the safest motorcycle ever made.
“Our goal is zero collisionrelated fatalities with Damon products by 2030,” says Jay Giraud,
CEO of Damon. “Safe” and “motorcycle” are generally viewed as conflicting concepts. Riders
exchange the safety of a car’s steel cage for a sense of freedom. The rewards are fraught with
risk. But what if they didn’t have to be?
Taking inspiration from the driverassist technology in many modern cars, the HyperSport is
fitted with fore and aft cameras and 360 degree radar. Infrared sensors track tire temperature.
Microphones let the bike hear when the road is wet. G-forces and GPS location are processed.
The bike knows where it is and what it’s doing.
Feedback is presented to the rider in deceptively simple forms. The HyperSport’s handlebars
vibrate when a crash is imminent. A thin LED strip, mounted just at the edge of the rider’s vision,
provides yellow blind-spot alert lights and red collision warnings. The idea is simple. The execution
is difficult. Building a motorcycle that can keep its riders safe is nothing like developing autonomous
technology for a car. People driving cars generally need to get somewhere; motorcyclists ride by
choice. They don’t want an electronic cage to replace a steel one.
Damon is forthright in approaching the issue. Near the front door of its headquarters is a
closet with riding gear. The company has grown quickly over the past few years, from a dozen
or so employees to 70, in multiple countries. All of them ride motorcycles. Every one. If you’re a
newly hired software engineer, Damon will pay for your motorcycle instruction.
“You need to experience the plight of a rider,” Kwong says. “Understand the challenges we
face on the road.”
Understanding what feedback is useful to a rider is the key to Damon’s approach. Kwong pre
viously worked developing head-up displays for ski and snowboard helmets. He knows how easily
the human brain can be overwhelmed with information. Iron Man’s helmet wouldn’t improve his
reaction times, but it’s possible for a motorcycle’s feedback to get your Spidey sense tingling.
Damon calls its suite of assists CoPilot. The idea is to give riders an extra second of warning, enough to avoid a collision. The system can track up to 64 objects at once and is network
linked to continually learn from each near miss. Software updates are pushed out over the air.

The HyperSport will evolve
as you own it. And the
HyperSport is capable of
evolving its rider. By tracking
data like body position, cornering forces, and even grip
pressure on the handlebars,
Damon’s technology can act
as a riding coach. Imagine a
traction-control system that
becomes less restrictive as
your skill grows.
If all of this technology is
starting to sound like a two-wheeled Tesla, that’s because there are similarities. Despite still
being in the prototype stage, Damon has secured enough deposits from potential customers to
account for 15 percent of the U.S. sport-bike market. Damon customers skew far younger than
the national average, in their mid-thirties as opposed to 50. And as any enthusiast will tell you,
luring younger riders is the challenge that keeps legacy bike makers awake at night.
In manufacturing, Damon is doing a few things Tesla doesn’t. At the core of all future Damon
bikes is the company’s HyperDrive technology, a structural battery pack that can be adapted for
multiple motorcycle layouts. The C-shaped HyperDrive pack serves as both the load-bearing
frame of the Damon motorcycle and its 20-kWh energy source. The weight savings from this
design mean the bike weighs roughly the same as Kwong’s beloved R1, but it has 50 more
horsepower and more than double the torque.
The HyperSport’s numbers: 200 hp, 200 miles of highway range, a top speed over 200 mph.
Damon has imminent plans to reveal a second model, an electric rival to the likes of the cityoriented Ducati Monster. The planned expansion of Damon’s lineup will trend toward lighter,
more affordable commuter bikes and rugged adventure machines.
In South America and Asia, motorcycling isn’t a leisure activity; it’s how you get around.
Making motorcycles safer through technology will lure drivers out of their cars, on both weekday
commutes and weekend adventures. It’ll ease congestion in cities – 20 cars make a traffic jam,
but 20 bikes is a pack of friends. Speaking of packs, Damon’s bikes are designed to be daisychained: You and two friends all can plug into a single charger.
In Damon’s version of the near future, on a gray and rainy West Coast day, a rider will safely
commute to work instead of taking their car. A couple of friends will load up panniers and take off
early for a weekend excursion, confident they’ll both arrive back home in one piece. A novice will
pore over feedback on an app, resolving to work harder on smoother inputs. Damon has set out
to save lives because the people who work there are riders. As a consequence, the company’s
ideas about safety and tech may just save motorcycling itself.
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Where have you

been up to lately?

by Jan Sands: Waited until noon for the
weather to warm up for a short ride to La
Cueva in the Jemez Mountains.

by Robert Keen: This is our Treasurer
Chris Fogel, with a giant tumbleweed That
attached itself to his right footpeg. He had
no idea it was there when he came riding
into Cabra Coffee. Everyone there found it
amusing.

Walatowa.

by Dot Weber: WOW! Thank you!!! I have
a blast with these riding challenges and
even without any incentive, will keep on
with the sMiles! I appreciate every one of
you!

Don at La Cueva.

Ran into Bert from the BMW club.
The Legendary Shaft
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Where have you

been up to lately?

Don and his BMW 1250 GS.
by Jan Sands: Gorgeous fall weather for another
motorcycle ride. We headed to Mountainair and
were pleasantly surprised to find the historic
Shaffer Hotel dining room was open. Ed, the
owner, chatted with us in the parking lot. That
man can talk! Great fun.

Happy people after a good meal.

by David Wilson: The Scouts visited the Toys for Tots Run at Thunderbird Harley Davidson, selling
popcorn to support their scouting adventures. I can say with confidence that the number of BMWs
there could be counted on one hand. Mine, however, was right there front and center. It was a loud,
boisterous event…and pretty slow, riding-wise.

Ed, the owner of the Shaffer Hotel and dining
room. He was a police officer for 15 years after
retiring from UPS.

Good food! Smothered green chile burrito!
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LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR

Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.

This year the board decided to change it
up and have the party at the Holiday Bowl,
7515 Lomas Blvd NE, 87110. Holiday Bowl
will be offering us some new and exciting
food choices (buffet style) with something
everyone is sure to like. Holiday Bowl has
been tastefully remodeled and they now have
a top-flight chef – really!
We will have our own room for socializing
and eating, and everyone is welcome to bowl
a few games before or after the event (at their
own cost).
The food and soft drinks/coffee are free for
all paid LOE BMW R members and one guest.
We will be verifying your membership at the
door, and you’re welcome to join/renew your
membership ($35) at the event. Additional
non-members/guests are $20 each and
children 12 and under are $10 each, payable
at the door.
As in the past, doors will open at 11 am
with a full cash bar available, and food
will be available at noon. You must RSVP
to participate in this event no later than
midnight Monday, November 29th so we can
give Holiday Bowl an accurate headcount.
Unfortunately, we won’t be able to accept
RSVP’s after 11/29.
Yeah yeah yeah, this one is done. But stay
tuned next month for all the pictures!

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11

by RJ Mirabal
Space will be limited, so we’re starting the
RSVP process right away. This event is open
to the first 80 people who RSVP.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

GENERAL CALENDAR INFO
As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message
Board. If you cannot visit the Message Board,
the ride contact person can notify you of
changes. Please note all rides are at the
individual’s own discretion and risk. These are
destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with others
at the various destinations of the ride. Be
sure you’re aware of the route and bring your
own maps/GPS to assist you. Exchanging cell
phone numbers with other ride participants
is recommended. If you decide to drop out
of the ride at some point during the ride,
notifying at least one other ride participant of
your intention to drop out will help alleviate
unnecessary confusion or concern for your
whereabouts. All information will be posted
to the Calendar page.

ON ANY SUNDAY

CLUB CHRISTMAS PARTY

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 19

BREAKFAST RENDEZVOUS

Breakfast at Vic’s Daily Cafe, 8am at 3600
Osuna NE. We visited here earlier this year
and just had to go back for another one of
their hearty breakfasts. What’s Christmas
without Red and Green?! Check the Message
Board for the latest on the when and where.
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 2

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 8
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SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
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They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
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Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 15

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check the
Message Board and the Calendar on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
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BMW SPORT GEAR FOR 2022

SYSTEM 7 CARBON EVO HELMET
The System 7 Carbon Evo helmet is a
flip-up helmet with a practical fourjoint
mechanism. The full-carbon helmet
shell in two sizes has the best impact
absorption and optimum stiffness
despite its low weight. Due to the new,
improved Evo design, the helmet provides

even
m o r e
effective
ventilation for head and visor.
The interior has also been
completely redeveloped with
water-repellent materials.
Our cooperation with the
specialists from MIPS ensures
maximum safety. The Multidirectional Impact Protection
System (MIPS) reduces the
rotational movement of the
head in the event of a collision,
thus reducing the risk of head
injuries. Its double glazed
visor
with
optimised
mechanism and seal has
an anti-fog design on the
inside and is scratchresistant on both sides
on the outside. The
integrated sun shield
can be operated using
a slide. A central button
can be used to open
the chin section quickly
and easily. A chin strap with
detent lock and integrated
neck straps ensures a safe
fit.
The System 7 Carbon
Evo helmet is available in
white, silver, black and matt
black.

COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

M

PRO RACE COMP SUIT
The tight-fitting one-piece suit
made of 1.3mm 100% cowhide
nappa leather offers a good
balance between comfort
and abrasion resistance.
With protectors in the
shoulder, back, elbow,
hip and knee areas,
the suit is a complete
safety package. A spoiler
optimises aerodynamics
and
stretch
inserts
ensure freedom of
movement. In addition,
the suit is prepared for
the use of an upper
body airbag. Shoulder,

The Legendary Shaft
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elbow and knee
sliders are in
BMW Motorrad
design. A word
mark on the
back
and

sleeves
as
well as the BMW picture mark on
the upper arms and spoilers and the
M branding on the leg ensure more
visual highlights. Certified according to
protection class AAA. The M Pro Race
Comp suit is available in white.
December 2021
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LOE B MW R CLU B I N FO
O FFICE R S
INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries

COMMUNICATIONS
RJ Mirabal
communications@loebmwr.org

PRESIDENT
Jon Helm
president@loebmwr.org

SECRETARY
Jan Sands
secretary@loebmwr.org

VICE PRESIDENT
Mo Moortgat
vicepresident@loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
newsletter@loebmwr.org

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
membership@loebmwr.org

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
webmaster@loebmwr.org

TREASURER / MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Bede Crawford
membershiprecords@loebmwr.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Daniel Schrodt
member2@loebmwr.org

ACTIVITIES CZAR
Sandy Ballard
activities@loebmwr.org

PAST PRESIDENT
Tom Volkmann
pastpresident@loebmwr.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35. For more information or
to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095
www.loebmwr.org
or contact membership@loebmwr.org
BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie
•
SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

RALLY CHAIR
Dave Hartman
rallychair@loebmwr.org

David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

10% off BMW parts and labor!

Must present current LOEBMWR Club membership card at time of service.
Marc Beyer, Master Technician - Specializing in BMW Motorcycles,

Vintage, and Racing. Mercedes-Benz Expert.

505-428-0646
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www.ocdcustomcycles.com
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LOE B MW R N E WS

suit is suitable for hot to medium
temperatures. It has a picture
mark on both sleeves and a
word mark on the back as a
reflective print. The NP 3 joint
protectors and the NP Pro
long back protector provide
protection. The jacket with
collar closing mechanism and
two press studs has four front
pockets, one rear large pocket,
one small pocket on the sleeve and
two inside pockets with zip. An
additional pocket for the
Hydra drink pack is on
the back and accessible
from the outside. The
perforated mesh lining in
the jacket is breathable
and elastic. The 3D
spacer fabric on the
back is for ventilating
the back protector.
The sleeves and back
have a practical ventilation
zip. The sleeve width can
be easily adjusted with the
BMW quick adjustment
option. The trousers have
two zipped pockets on
both thighs, stretch
inserts and a hook
adjustment
system.
The
trouser leg width
is easy to adjust
and enables a
wide opening.
An integrated
zip can be used
to adjust the
width at the
GS Pro boot.
There is a

LUNCH ON 66

pictures by Jan Sands
November’s Traveling Lunch stopped in
at the legendary Route 66 Diner. Much
New Mexican chile was had, and much
conversation among the bikers reacquainting
themselves after prologued Covid separation.
Included among the usual suspects was Rick
on his GS, a new club member who no doubt
wants to see the Club’s chops on a long dirt
ride in the near future.

BMW ADV GEAR FOR 2022

GS RALLYE GTX SUIT
The classic BMW Motorrad
Rallye suit is now also
available for women. Its
new, modern look is a
real globetrotter made
of
abrasion-resistant
polyamide-cotton
material. The watertight
outsert of jacket and
trousers is made with a
GORE-TEX® membrane
and provides optimum
protection from wind,
weather and dirt. The
The Legendary Shaft
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stretch zone above the buttocks
for a pleasant fit. The leather
trim on the inside of the
knees makes the trousers
even more hard-wearing
and optimises the connection
between pilot and machine. The
jacket and trousers can be joined
at the waist by a circumferential
zip.
KNITRACE SNEAKERS
The innovative KnitRace sneakers impress with a breathable
3D knitting technology with level 1
motorbike shoe certification. Their
side zip on the inside makes them
easy to put on and take off. The
sneakers have a gear lever
protection, an integrated ankle guard and a
3D heel protector with
M-colour print. Their
2-component sole made
of TPU is resistant to oil and fuel.
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